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NAMES.  HEbrew
BIBLICAL ROOTS
MOSHE SISELESENDER
It is my belief that all names have Biblical Hebrew Roots. Civilization began in the Middle East in Semitic language areas.
God gave six Nohadite Laws to Adam and Eve and the seventh to Noah.

protect citizens and residents from aggression and invading armies [7] not to be cruel to animals

Jews for the last 4000 years preserved the Seven Nohadite Principles in the Torah Written Pentateuch and Oral the Talmud and Shulchan Aruch. -Code of Jewish law.

As populations exploded people moved West and North and settled Europe England. They moved East and North
and settled Russia Asia India Japan. They crossed the narrow waterway from Siberia and came to Alaska Canada North Central and South America.

Although they departed the Middle East they still retained their original identity by naming their children with names that have Hebrew roots.
Besides the Bible the world owes a debt to the Jews for their Anglo Saxon names that are really Biblical Hebrew.

Unfortunately, Europeans who adopted the Jewish Bible and call it the Old Testament have a history of ingratitude. The Bible is the word of God. It provides the foundation for all social legislation. The Seven Nohadite Laws and the Ten Commandments are the foundation for all legal social
systems in the world. It is the Jew who preserved this legacy.

Instead of thanking the Jew, the Jew for the last 2000 years has been vilified, persecuted and killed. For the last 2000 years those who benefitted the most were at the forefront of stealing the Jew’s identity. The followers of Christianity assumed the name of Israel. All the verses in the Bible referring to Jews as Israel were misinterpreted as referring to
those individual who professed that Jesus is the son of God and God part of a Trinity. Anyone, not believing this theology was the anti Christ Satan, worthy to be despised and killed.

However, the devotees of Christ used their crusade against Muslims, as well as fellow Christians. Thus millions if not billions of fellow Christians were slaughtered in the past 2000 years since the rise of Christianity. See my
According to Judaism a Jew must believe in pure Monotheism. One billion Muslims also believe in pure Monotheism. Ancient Persians, 500BCE, whose leader was Koresh Cirus also believed in pure Monotheism. The prophet Isaiah 45:1 calls Cirus the Messiah the anointed of GOD. Cirus permitted the Jews after the destruction of the first Temple to return from
exile in Babylon and start the rebuilding of the Second Temple. It was rebuilt under the reign of Darius the son of Esther and Persian emperor Achasvarus. See my books 33 34 35 37.

Persia at that time was a super world power having conquered 120 countries.

The belief that God is composed of more than one separate entities and mysteriously all being part of
one unified group was an accepted theology in the Middle East and far East. The Middle Eastern and Eastern Mystery religions thrived years before Christianity. Egypt Greece Rome Syria Lebanon India China all had their father gods. The father god gets a married virgin pregnant and a half man half god is born. The half man half god battles the authorities in power. He is condemned to die on the cross or is buries alive. The son god
agrees to die as a martyr to atone for the sin of Adam and Eve eating from the fruit of the tree of wisdom. He is dead for three days. He is resurrected and flies to heaven. He joins the father God in a Trinity or other confederation of the different distinct gods. All individuals in the world who believe in this theology will be saved. Belief in this theology supercedes all previous religions.
This theology is called in Hebrew- Shutfos. Judaism states that non Jews are permitted to believe in Shutfos.

Therefore Judaism has no problem with Christianity for non Jews.

Christians who also adopts the moral ethical laws of the
Seven Nohadic Laws and Ten Commandments will go to heaven and are chosen by God. However Christianity was perverted by the Europeans. Christianity was manipulated and twisted into a lunching pad for persecution robbery and murder. Millions if not billions were killed by Europeans over the last 2000 years. Mostly Christians killed Christians. It is no wonder that they killed Muslims Africans Asians Indians and Jews. Certainly if
they killed Christians, why should one who does not accept Christ as the son of God not be raped robbed and murdered.

It has been used to brainwash billions and accept tyranny enslavement and corruption with the promise of heaven and paradise in an after life.

The same is true today with those Muslims who are
terrorists. Their goal is world domination. All means all murder rape terror are permitted against innocent civilians in Historic Israel - Jerusalem Judea Samaria and the new areas of Jerusalem and Israel built in the last 100 years. Those who perpetrate the murders are glorified as martyrs who will get 70 virgins in the after life. Abbas and Fatah, as well as, Hamas are the same as ISIS who behead captives that the USA and its
allies, as well as Iraq are fighting. Make no mistake. There does not exist any difference. Today the Arab terrorists kill the Jew and want to destroy Israel. Tomorrow Abbas Fatah Hamas will kill Americans Europeans and will want to conquer the world. They all are part of the same head of the snake. The head of the snake must be crushed. The more one compromises and wants to appease the head of the snake the stronger and
more poisonous the snake becomes.

Instead of welcoming the Jew to his historic homeland the Arabs with the complete cooperation of the Europeans have created the myth of the poor Palestinians needing a homeland. There does not exist one Palestinians who possesses a history in Palestine. All of them came from the neighboring Arab countries-Syria Arabia Lebanon Egypt.
This myth is the bastard child of European 2000 year jealousy hatred rape and murder of the Jew. Arabs have become the proxy of Europeans of murdering Jews. Since the demise of the Nazis the Europeans employ Arabs to complete the work of Hitler.

The murder of Jews is incited by Abbas and his Palestinian group Fatah, as well as, Hamas in Gaza and their
followers in Judea and Samaria. They preach the big lie that Jews want to destroy Al Aksa the Muslim shrine on the Temple Mount. They incite to a holy war, in order to gain the sympathy of the one billion Muslims in the world to join the crusade of killing the Jew and destroying Israel.
IN OUR DAY AND AGE

GOD HELPS THOSE WHO
HELP THEMSELVES. YES,
MIRACLES EXIST. BUT ONE
CAN NOT DEPEND ON
MIRACLES. “AIN SOMCHIN
L HANESS”. ONE MUST
NOT DEPEND ON
MIRACLES” “IN THE TORAH
BIBLE LEVITICUS 18:5
USHMARTEM ES HUKOSAI
VES MISHPOTAI ASHER
YASE HODOM VECHAI
BOHEM” “AND YOY SHALL
OBSERVE ALL MY
STATUTES ONES THAT A HUMAN MAY NOT COMPREHEND THE RITUALS KOSHER LAWS FAMILY PURITY LAWS SABBATH AND HOLIDAY LAWS THAT ONLY JEWS ARE OBLIGATED. AS WELL AS. CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAWS THAT ALL CIVILIZED SOCIETIES MUST OBSERVE. IN ORDER THAT YOU SHALL LIVE. THUS THE GOAL AND REASON FOR ALL LAWS IS
IN ORDER FOR MAN TO LIVE.

THE INTERPRETATION OF THIS VERSE IS THAT MAN MUST USE PHYSICAL MEANS WEAPONS GUNS AMMUNITION TANKS PLANES MISSILES e atom hydrogen neutron bomb IN ORDER TO DEFEND HIMSELF/HERSELF.

The reason all these casualties occurred is because the victims
did not have guns and did not use them against Arab terrorists.

If anyone comes to kill you arise and kill him first.

It is forbidden to pray at a synagogue where there does not exist armed guards. Tragic but unless this is done the victim is responsible for his/her death.

Today we see the murder of Jews in Jerusalem by Arabs.
Arabs invade a synagogue during prayer and kill Jews. Jews are killed by intentionally crushing them with automobiles and then to make sure they are dead stabbing them.

THE EUROPEANS FOR THE LAST 2000 YEARS HAVE EXHIBITED CRUELTY AND MURDERED BILLIONS OF INNOCENT MEN WOMEN CHILDREN MOSTLY CHRISTIANS MURDERING
CHRISTIANS. THT THEY EXHIBITED THE SMAE MURDEROUS BEHAVIOR TOWARD Muslims Jews Indians Asians Africans comes as no surprise. 

In 2014 there is a more sophisticated Anti-SEMITISM. It no longer is fashionable to state out right that Jews are Christ killers and are inhuman and deserve nothing. Tht it is a virtue to kill Jews. They now invent a non existing people the
Palestinians to displace the Jew from Eretz Yisroel-Israel.

Jews must rally to this challenge. They must legislate that Israel is the national historical home of the Jew for the last 4000 years. Only Jews have a historical right to a homeland in Israel.

Israel is a democratic country and all citizens have equal rights under the law. But only Jews have national rights.

Non Jews have the right to
vote be elected to the knesset and be judges. Israel gives all citizens regardless of gender race color religion or national origin all rights. Except that Israel is the 4000 year historical home land of the Jew.

Now Europeans are voting to recognize Palestine with out any negotiations ions with Israel. Israel must anchor the Jewish claim to Israel IN ITS BASIC LAW.
For the last 100 years the Arabs in Israel have been brainwashed to hate the Jew and kill him.

Israel must reassert its sovereignty in area A and throw out Abbas and the Palestinian authority. They must put a stop to the crusade of hate of the Arabs for the Jews. They must take over the education system. They must shut down the newspapers.

The Europeans will not sacrifice one soldier for the Palestinians.

Jews must first jump in to the water and the waters will split. This is what happened at the crossing of the Red Sea when Pharaoh’s army was pursuing the Jews at the Exodus.

Jews must take the offensive.
As per telephone conversation yesterday, the name JOHN has its roots from the Biblical name YOCHANON. Civilization originated in the Middle East. The common language was Hebrew or a dialect of Hebrew or Semitic language.

When there was an explosion of populations people emigrated in all directions. They retained many Semitic words as part of their
language. Ancient Greek has 25% Hebrew. Japan has 5,000 Hebrew words. Those individuals who went West to Europe and settled Greece Rome England and later the USA had their first names in Hebrew with a verse from the Bible.

Romans and later English pronounced the word Yochanan - Johanon. Those individuals who spoke Spanish pronounced it Hokanon. The same is true with the name Yaakov. The Romans
pronounced it Jakov. The Spanish pronounce it Hakov.

Yochanon is split into two parts.

YO = God
CHANON = GOOD NATURED COMPASSIONATE.
CHANON IS AN ATTRIBUTE OF GOD.
The name Yochanan became Jochanan. Then the CH became silent and was pronounced JON.

The feminine names Joan Jan followed.
FATHER originates from the Hebrew 

FATHER = ONE WHO CAN DECODE DREAMS MYSTERIOUS MESSAGES

PROBLEM SOLVER. IT BECAME THE TITLE APPLIED TO THE MALE PARENT.

DAD IS A SHORTENED VERSION OF FATHER.

The word interpret comes from 

FATHER = spelled TEP+PRET, "the parent interprets life."

In Hebrew the letter F and P share the same letter  פ = פ

Mother is the same as
FATHER BUT APPLIED TO TO THE FEMALE PARENT.

SCRIPTURE Genesis 41:12, BIBLE RELATES THAT Joseph interpreted the dreams of Pharaoh that there will be 7 years of great agricultural growth and 7 years of famine. Joseph is appointed vice pharaoh. The family of Joseph Jacob and his children come to Egypt. The Israelites sojourn in Egypt for 210 years. After Joseph dies, a new king is crowned in Egypt who enslaves the Israelites.
God performs miracles. The Egyptian are struck with 10 forms of punishment. The final punishment all first born Egyptian die. Pharaoh agrees to the exodus. Pharaoh then relents. His army give chase. The Israelites cross the Red sea while the Egyptian army pursues them. God creates a miracle that the Red sea splits permitting the Jews to reach the other shore of the red Sea. However the same waters flow back at the pursuing Egyptians drowning them all except
Pharaoh.
God reveals Himself to all the Jews at Mount Sinai and gives the Ten Commandments the rest of the written Torah the Pentateuch and the Oral Torah. For the next 40 years the Oral Torah is recorded on Papyrus manuscripts. These manuscripts later are edited and recorded in the Mishne Tosephta and Talmud. All these laws are now recorded in the Shulchan Aruch—the Code of Jewish law.
The Jews wander in the Sinai desert for 40 years. Then Miriam, Aaron, and Moses die.

After Moses dies, Joshua is appointed by God to lead the Jews to the land of Israel. See my books 34 35 36 37.

MATOSYOHU
MAT
MAT is another version of MA
MATOS = THE TWELVE TRIBES OF ISRAEL
YOHU = GOD
MATOSYOHU = THE TRIBES OF GOD
SCRIPTURE
NUMBERS 42:1

MATOS also means GIVEN
Yohu = GOD

MATOS YOHU = GIVEN BY GOD
SCRIPTURE
Ecclesiastes 3:13 vegam kol odom sheochol veshoso veroho tov bechol amolo MATOS ELOCHIM HI
Also when man can eat and drink and fares well in all his endeavors this is MATOS

-A GIFT FROM GOD.
Yona=Johna.

Then the feminine Joan and Jan followed.

**ANDREW**

ANDREW IS SPLIT INTO AND
REW

HEBREW IS READ FROM RIGHT TO LEFT=DNA
HEBREW MAY TIMES ELIMINATES VOWELS=
DN = TO JUDGE
+
REW = TO SEE

DN+REW = TO JUDGE POSSESSING AN
OVERALL VIEW. CONSIDERING ALL
CONSEQUENCES OF THE JUDGEMENT.. A
PERSON WHO IS VERY INTELLIGENT AND
PRUDENT AND WISE. WHO IS WISE. ONE WHO
CAN PREPARE FOR FUTURE CONSEQUENCES.

CAESAR LINCOLN JOHN KENNEDY ROBERT
KENNEDY THE YOM KIPPUR WAR DEAD HAPPENED BECAUSE THE RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE DID NOT PREPARE FOR THE WORST POSSIBILITY OF AN ASSASSINATION AND A SURPRISE ATTACK. THE RABBIS KILLED NOVEMBER 2014 IN A SYNAGOGUE IN JERUSALEM DID NOT ANTICIPATE A TERRORIST SURPRISE ATTACK. WOULD THEY HAVE ANTICIPATED SUCH AN EVENTUALITY AND COME ARMED THEY ALL WOULD HAVE REMAINED ALIVE.

STANLEY HEBREW PERMITS THE SWITCHING OF LETTERS

STANLEY=NELY=NETZECH ESROEL LO YISHAKER =THE ETERNAL OF ISRAEL DOES NOT LIE

ST = THE LAST LETTERS OF THE HEBREW ALPHABET.
T= THE ATTRIBUTE OF TRUTH
LOYALTY DEPENDABILITY.

SL = THE FIRST TWO LETTER FOR SHOLOM = PEACE TRANQUILITY

THERESA

IS SPLIT
THE
RESA

THE = VOID = WHEN EVERYTHING IS VOID WITHOUT FORM OR SHAPE
THERESA CAN BREATHE LIFE MEANING AND PURPOSE SHE IS A PROBLEM SOLVER

GENESIS 1: 2 “VEHOORETZ HOISO TOHU UBOHU” GENESIS 1:1 “IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED HEAVEN AND EARTH.”
GENESIS 1: 2 “VEHOORETZ HOISO TOHU
VEBOHU VECKOSECH AL PNAI HATEHOM”
“AND THE EARTH WAS FORMLESS ONE BIG MESS AND DARKNESS HOVERED OVER THIS TOHU”

RESA =RES =HEAD LEADER THE PROBLEM SOLVER.

BATYA =
BAT

YA

BA=DAUGHTER

YA=GOD

BETTY IS A DERIVATIVE.
BERNICE

BER

NICE

BER = SON
A DAUGHTER WHO IS SMARTER AND WISER THAN SONS
NICE = CEN = YES

A DAUGHTER WHO HAS A YES ANSWER FOR ANY PROBLEM.
Dear Mom,

Happy Birthday. Congratulations on turning 34. You are very sweet and I love you. I hope you live to 121.

You are a great mother! You are the greatest thing in this world. You always think of the other person first and then yourself. You are amazing. The way you can handle everything in this house. I don't know what I'd be without you, but I'm sure glad that you're my mother.

You should be proud of yourself. Your accomplishments speak for itself. You're still a very attractive (very pretty) woman, an excellent mother, and a future real estate hero. Believe me, anything that you apply yourself to will become a success. Anything you touch becomes gold. So have a great 34th birthday. It seems that everyday you're getting younger & prettier.

Love your son.
Dad

In a patch
Filled with Flowers
One Rose Ever Beyond
The Others and is Chosen
From Many who are Fond
Though its Thorns May Cut You if you're not Careful
The Rose has Sharp Color
With a body that's Careful
to Hold it Bends Words
Admire its Beauty
Honors its qualities
Appreciate its Duty
When other Flowers Withered
You Shook out your Head.
Emerged are a Voice
of many roses in a bed
now that you are chosen
your colors bright red
look down favorably upon
those
who smiled when you said
Happy Fathers day dad
we love you for who you are
among the many galaxies
you are a bright shining star.